
Using Patient Experience Data 

for Service Improvement



Background

• Part of an Oxford University Research Programme 

• Focus – how frontline staff use patient experience data for local improvement

• Well established  ‘Real Time’ programme on our inpatient wards 

• Identified Ward 23 - Elderly Rehab Ward, North Tyneside General Hospital

• Aim was to jointly identify key areas for improvement with patients and staff

• Sought genuine co-production



• Appointed an ‘Activities & Wellbeing’ Coordinator

• Analysed existing ‘real time’ data

• Staff diaries 

• Ward observations

• 1-1 patient interviews

First Steps



Staff Diaries and Observations



Emotion Mapping



• Improving and increasing opportunities for social 

interaction on the ward

• Improving Communication and Information

• Reducing Waiting Times 

Key Focus



Buzzer usage analysis – March to May 2017



• Activities and wellbeing programme

• Campaign to reduce call bell wait times

• New methods of communication on the ward for patients 

and their families

Initiatives
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• Generated ownership and pride 

• Patients benefited from ward activities and better 

communication

• Significant decrease in number of negative patient comments 

• Reduction in call bell wait times

Successes



Patient Comments 

“Terry’s terrific and brings a sparkle to the 
ward- I’ve had some good chats with him.” 

“Michael is in charge of 
the arts and crafts, and 

it’s a big, positive step 
forward. He organised a 

coffee morning 

yesterday in the day 

room and we made 

Easter hats” 

“Audrey did my hair, gave me a hand massage and 
put nail varnish on for me. While I've been on this 

ward I've also been to the day room to have coffee 

with other patients and made a doll out of clothes 

pegs which I really enjoyed.”.

“The activities are a luxury, and a very 
welcome idea on a ward like this where 

people are just waiting for discharge.” 
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Key Learning 

• The involvement and enthusiasm of the staff and patients was integral to 

the success of this project

• Capitalise on existing skills

• Focus on measures which can be implemented easily

• Keep the momentum going; hold regular progress meetings – celebrate 

often and thank people regularly

• Build in planning for corporate support



What makes it stand out 

• A willing and enthusiastic ward team

• A dedicated wellbeing and activities coordinator

• Existing comprehensive data from our Real Time programme

• A belief in the importance of a collaborative approach



Thank You


